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CAE Exam Practice 

 
Key Word Transformations 1. 

 
Complete the second sentence so that it has the same meaning as the first sentence, using 
between three and six words including the key word in bold. Do not change the key word. 
 
1. I have absolutely no interest in TV reality shows.  APPEAL 
TV reality shows ______________________________________________ in the least. 
 
2. They had offered him a gun for his protection.  PROTECT 
They had offered him a gun so _______________________________________ himself. 
 
3. Having even a small quantity of drugs in your possession is illegal.  LAW 
It ______________________________________ have even a small quantity of drugs in your 
possession. 
 
4. People generally think of bowls as a sport for old people.  CONSIDERED 
Bowls _________________________________ to be a sport for old people. 
 
5. The landscape became wilder  as we travelled further inland.  THE 
The further we travelled ______________________________ the landscape became. 
 
6. It is advisable not to go swimming after a heavy meal.  AVOID 
You ____________________________________ swimming after a heavy meal. 
 
7. You can’t learn all the vocabulary for the exam: all you can do is keep your fingers crossed.  
HOPE 
You can’t learn all the vocabulary for the exam: the only thing to do _________________________ 
the best. 
 
8. At the last minute her courage failed her, and she decided not to leave home after all.  NERVE 
At the last minute she _____________________________ and she decided not to leave home 
after all. 
 
9. I can’t wait to see her again.  FORWARD 
I’m really _______________________________ her again. 
 
10. Thank goodness we avoided the worst of the traffic. LUCKY 
We __________________________________ the worst of the traffic. 
 
11. I wish I hadn’t phoned my sister-in-law.  REGRET 
I ___________________________________ that phone call to my sister-in-law. 
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12. We can’t buy a new flat – we don’t have enough money.  AFFORD 
We ___________________________________ a new flat. 
 
13. He says he’s never met her before.  DENIES 
He ______________________________ her before. 
 
14. To me, he looks exactly the same in the photo as he does in real life . DIFFERENCE 
I can’t see ___________________________________ way he looks in the photo and in real life.  
 
15. The judges were generally less keen on stories set in the past than contemporary stories.  
TENDED 
The judges ___________________________________ on contemporary stories than stories set in 
the past. 
 
16. This building does not appear to be finished.  LOOK 
This building _________________________________ is finished. 
 
17. Several of the candidates were not considered because of their age.  PASSED 
Several of the candidates ___________________________________ to their age. 
 
18. For many teenagers, their friends are their highest priority.  MATTERS 
Friendship is _________________________________________ many teenagers. 
 
19. George missed the meeting because he overslept.  WOULD 
If George had ___________________________________ missed the meeting. 
 
20. Could you please reply to this email as soon as possible?  GRATEFUL 
I _________________________________________ would reply to this email as soon as possible. 
 
21. We would have gone climbing if Brian hadn’t advised us not to. FOR 
If it ______________________________________ we would have gone Brian. 
 
22. Marek wasn’t given any assistance in writing the report.  ALL 
Marek wrote ________________________________________________ himself. 
 
 
23. Freda still hasn’t decided if she’ll study medicine or law next year.  MIND 
Freda still hasn’t _____________________________________________ to study medicine or law 
next year. 
 
24. It’s possible that Kathy has been delayed by the tube strike.  HELD 
Kathy may _________________________________________ by the tube strike. 
 
 
 


